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ANNOUNCING MRA's TEACHER OF THE ISSUE
Jeanine Mulders
Kindergarten Teacher
Hampton School, Bay City

a box of colored objects such as balloons, plastic spoons, small bows,
yarn, little Christmas tree ornaments
and buttons which have a piece of
magnetic tape pasted on the back.
2. A visual motor center where the child
reproduces teacher-made parquetry
design cards with colored blocks. This
is done on top of the card and then
along side of it.
3. A creative skills center where the
children create their own picture using
a straight basting stitch, burlap and
yarn. They then put a border around
their picture using an "over the edge"
stitch.
4. A listening center in which, using
Lesson 6 from the SRA Listening
Language Laboratory and a listening
post, the child is introduced to the
lesson words, "once", "twice" and
"again" through a poem. This poem
captures the child's interest and sets
the stage for the lesson. The narrator
then defines and explains the lesson's
specific words. At the end of the word
presentation, the child is given a short
test by marking x's, lines, rings, and
dots on a laminated activity sheet. The

Our "Teacher of the Issue" for this
edition is Jeanine Mulders, a kindergarten
teacher in the Hampton School in Bay
City. If you visited Jeanine's kindergarten
class while it was in session, you would
observe her breezing among learning centers, stopping to observe a group of children, writing a few notes, or sitting down
with a child experiencing difficulty.
Learn by doing, by touching and by
manipulating is the philosophy behind
the program in this kindergarten room.
Each day, children can choose among 18
centers which accommodate two or three
children for 15 minute periods. In two
days, a child completes the activities in
the 12 centers that have been developed
for his/her level. Children wear a plastic
passport on a chain around their necks to
direct them to the sequence of centers
for that particular day. Each day the
materials are changed in six of th~ centers. Children are required to visit certain
centers specified by Jeanine as a result of
her diagnosis, but there are also four or
five optional centers children can visit.
Some typical centers include:
1. A color center in which the child uses
five 12" x 18" magnetic boards and
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nected to a 6" x 18" piece of plastic
ceiling tile which has the numerals
through 10 painted on it.
8. A science center where children look
through a prism to see a rainbow and
then make their own prism using glue
and colored sugar or glitter. Finally,
each child paints a large rainbow using
tampra paint.
The majority of materials Jeanine uses
are teacher made. She devotes one evening
per week to making games or developing
exercises for her classes. When commercial
materials are used, they are presented in
many creative ways.
Besides teaching kindergarten, Jeanine
is a wife, mother of four, does accounting
and income tax work and is very active in
her church. To put it mildly, Jeanine is an
unusual person and a unique teacher. We
are proud to honor her as MRA's Teacher
of the Issue.

narrator then tells the story which
repeatedly incorporates the words that
were taught. Finally the child again
uses the laminated sheet for a comprehension activity to test recall and
understanding.
5. A memory skills center in which the
pupil uses a record player, listening
post, two copies of a paperback book,
a recording of this story, a set of
pictures from the book and pictures
from another book that are very much
like the story but were not in this
particular book. After listening to the
story and following page by page, the
child sorts the pictures that were part
of the story and those that were not.
6. A gross motor skills center in which
the child uses a transparency and the
overhead projected on the blackboard
to trace with chalk the three billy
goats' paths over the bridge into the
meadow and back home. After completing this, s/he walks the balance
beam with her/his eyes on a target.
7. Number readiness center where the
child strings beads on shoelaces con-

(Editor's Note: We want to recognize
outstanding reading educators. Send your
nomination to Dr. Gerald Duffy, 201
Erickson Hall, MSU, E. Lansing, MI 48824
or to Barbara Jacoby, Ingham /SD, 2630
West Howell Road, Mason, MI 48854.)

MEMORIAL TRIBUTE
DR. GERTRUDE WHIPPLE
A Founder and President of The Michigan Reading Association, 1957-58
Active leadership contributions to The International Reading Association
Elected to membership in the Reading Hall of Fame, 1975
Teacher, Author, Leader, Friend of Reading
"I shall pass through this world but once; any good thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show to any
fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not defer it or neglect
it, for I shall not pass this way again. "
Stephen Grellet
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